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Abstract
U.S. hospitals transmit and manage great amounts of information with the avenue of Internet of things. This work departs
from a real need detected by healthcare centers and hospitals in U.S., Spain and Ecuador. This work focuses on the
application of fog computing for obtaining an app rich in visual content that will not overload U.S. hospital infrastructures
even if it was used massively. The simulation results showed that the proposed fog-based approach could support a regular
use (one day out of three on average) by 1% of patients of one of the most common neurodegenerative diseases in 14 states
in U.S (i.e. 36,400 patients in total) with only a traffic of 528 KB per day on average when using one hospital per state.
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1 Introduction0

Hospitals are integrating the use of Internet of Things1

(IoT) in medical devices for life-critical health monitoring,2

increasing the demand for greater bandwidth for commu-

Q1

3

nications. Emergent solutions in medical IoT are facing4

challenges such as the information sharing and collabora-5

tion among heterogeneous sensor-enabled medical devices6

and battery lifecycle of the corresponding wearable and7

portable devices [1]. Fog computing can reduce the band-8

width of communications by augmenting the local process-9

ing and only transmitting the essential amount of infor-10

mation required by the hospital and healthcare providers11

[2].12

Clinical trials involving the transmission of images are13

one of the overloading activities on the bandwidth of14

healthcare networks [3]. More concretely, the assessment of

Q2

15
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patients with neurodegenerative diseases normally requires 16

using images, so patients perceive visual stimuli. 17

Continuous remote health monitoring is gaining rele- 18

vance in the late years for allowing caregivers to keep track 19

of some health indicators. For example, a smart system is 20

now able to monitor children with chronic illness by means 21

of wearable sensors and a smartphone, and this alerts the 22

caregivers when some indicators such as heart rate or body 23

temperature surpass certain thresholds [4]. In addition, there 24

is an architecture for remote monitoring in e-Health sys- 25

tems [5]. This architecture relies on using 5G networks for 26

using a proper bandwidth. It also uses big data analytics 27

for alerting of anomalous situations by analyzing the infor- 28

mation collected by wearable sensors. In addition, the field 29

of mobile health applications with efficient management of 30

data transmission is growing with a high impact in the soci- 31

ety. For instance, an Android-based self-managed mobile 32

application can assist users in collecting and monitoring 33

health indicators for warning care services when appropri- 34

ate [6]. This app provides self-care for people with chronic 35

illnesses, and constitutes an example of how hospitals can 36

facilitate efficient data communications for telecare. 37

Fog computing allows e-Health systems to reduce the 38

necessary bandwidth by managing the information more 39

efficiently and in a more distributed way [7]. This is 40

achieved by analyzing most of the data locally and only 41
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sending the summarized relevant information to a cloud [8].42

The existing applications of fog computing for e-Health43

have different purposes. For example, fog computing has44

been applied for long-term monitoring of Electrocardiogram45

(ECG) signals [9], but it has also been applied for46

monitoring patients with mild dementia in smart home47

environments for ambient-assisted living [10]. However, to48

the best of the authors’ knowledge, fog computing has not49

been applied yet for assisting and tracking the evolution50

of elder people through with neurodegenerative disease51

through an application of virtual reality (VR).52

In this context, we have developed a mobile application53

for the early detection and tracking of some neurodegenera-54

tive disorders with VR. This app relies on the fundamentals55

of fog computing, in which the images and 3D scenes are56

stored locally, and the user’s replies and actions are pro-57

cessed locally as well. Each app instance sends the data to58

the local hospital following the principles of fog comput-59

ing. In this approach, hospitals only interchange patients’60

data when necessary, for example when a patient changes61

his or her residence from one city to another or in case of62

emergencies.63

This article is organized as it follows. The next section64

reviews the most relevant related work, highlighting the65

main literature gap covered by the proposed fog-based66

approach. Section 3 introduces the materials and methods67

of the proposed fog-based approach, including the novel68

app for elder people with neurodegenerative disorders with69

a fog-computing approach and the evaluation method of70

the experiments. Section 4 presents the main results of the71

experiments discussing the most relevant aspects. Finally,72

Section 5 mentions the conclusions and depicts some future73

research lines.74

2 Related work75

The emerging technologies in machine-to-machine (M2M)76

communications have allowed to interconnect a wide range77

of wireless devices for implementing m-health applications78

[11]. Wireless body area networks are the most common79

ones in the patient’s side, but M2M technologies also80

support applications that can benefit healthcare providers.81

In the context of ambient assisted living (AAL), Kartsakli82

et al. [12] proposed a communication framework that83

kept data exchange and storage at a local data plane, but84

moved the coordination to the cloud. Their framework85

was mainly designed to support healthcare applications,86

and showed performance gains. This system is related87

with some principles of fog computing since most of the88

processing and exchange was performed locally. However,89

their approach was more focused on AAL rather than90

tracking the development of people with neurodegenerative91

disorders through data collection from technologically- 92

supported cognitive assessment. 93

Several works have specifically applied fog computing 94

for health systems. For example, the prototype Smart e- 95

Health Gateway called UT-GATE [7] uses a geo-distributed 96

intermediary layer for managing the information of sensor 97

nodes and storing these in the cloud. They evaluated 98

their approach with a health monitoring system with an 99

assessment platform based on IoT early-warning scores. In 100

addition, Mahmoud et al. [13] presented a fog-computing 101

strategy for managing IoT information from healthcare 102

systems before uploading to the cloud. It places some 103

tasks of applications in fog devices with an energy-aware 104

allocation strategy. Their experiments with the iFogSim 105

simulator showed the energy-consumption reduction of 106

their approach over the cloud-only strategy and the fog- 107

default one. Furthermore, Wu et al. [9] applied fog 108

computing for long-term monitoring of ECG signals with 109

a t-shirt as the wearable carrier of the corresponding 110

sensors. They evaluated tactile comfort, signal to noise 111

ratio and thermal conductivity, obtaining promising results. 112

Fog-computing has also been applied in the context of 113

ambient assisted-living [10]. In particular, eWALL fits 114

the regulations and procedures requirements for patients 115

with mild dementia. It used a computational-distributed 116

approach following the fog computing principles. The 117

home environment processed the sensed information for not 118

overloading the communications. 119

Agent-based simulators (ABSs) have simulated commu- 120

nications in different network types for assessing these. For 121

instance, an ABS simulated the communications of a mobile 122

ad hoc network (MANET) in battlefield for mission-critical 123

military operations [14]. This ABS considered several per- 124

turbation factors such as noises and enemy attacks and 125

their repercussions in the wireless communication topology 126

of the MANET. They showed how the soldiers’ collec- 127

tive movements positively affected to the capacity of the 128

communication channels. Another ABS simulated the com- 129

munications for the coordination of electricity distribution 130

in smart grids [15]. The simulated outcomes showed an 131

adequate demand response. The ABS assessed an approach 132

about control capabilities in smart grids when there were 133

communication constraints. Therefore, in general ABSs 134

have proved to be useful for assessing different communi- 135

cation approaches. 136

With the advent of mobile technologies, several VR 137

applications have been designed to assist in the diagnosis 138

and treatment of elder people with neurodegenerative dis- 139

orders. Ouellet et al. [16] recently published a study that 140

examined the ability of a VR supermarket task to distinguish 141

between younger and older adults, as well as individuals 142

with and without subjective cognitive complaints. Montene- 143

gro and Argyriou [17] recently presented a game-based 144
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application for diagnosing neurodegenerative disease. In145

this application, individuals complete a task similar to the146

Turing test in a virtual environment, and the VR application147

distinguished between healthy people and individuals with148

the neurodegenerative disease. Doniger et al. [18] recently149

proposed a randomized control trial for a cognitive training150

VR program for cognitively normal adults at high risk for151

a neurodegenerative disease based on family history. Their152

application was designed to train the capacity of remem-153

bering and executive functions (e.g., planning) by having154

individuals engage in a VR shopping experience in a super-155

market. Participants in the proposed VR study will look for156

items on a grocery list and would put the items in the gro-157

cery cart. The authors plan to assess whether this app will158

improve cognition and cerebral blood flow in participants.159

In this proposed clinical trial, VR is believed to replicate the160

complexity of daily activities well and help train in the skills161

normally affected in neurodegenerative disorders.162

Nevertheless, none of the aforementioned works applied163

fog computing for assisting and tracking elder people164

with neurodegenerative disorders for not overloading165

communications.166

3 Materials and methods167

The main material used in this research is the app for168

assisting and tracking elder people with neurodegenerative169

disorders with a fog-computing approach, which is intro-170

duced in Section 3.1. In addition, Section 3.2 describes171

the method followed for evaluating the proposed fog-based 172

approach with agent-based simulation. 173

3.1 App with fog computing for elder patients with 174

neurodegenerative disorders 175

Figure 1 shows the fog computing approach designed in 176

this app. All the images and 3D scenes are stored locally in 177

each mobile device. In this way, the transmission of images 178

does not overload the network. The actions of patients in 179

this app are used to evaluate some of their features. This 180

assessment is done locally by counting the correct answers 181

and applying the corresponding weight factors. This also 182

saves communication bandwidth. The proposed fog-based 183

approach only sends the final evaluation results represented 184

as a few numbers, which is a low amount of information. 185

Therefore, most of the processing is performed locally. 186

Moreover, following the principles fog computing 187

approach, each patient is associated with their affiliated 188

hospital. The app only sends data to the server of this 189

hospital. In this way, the possibility that the data server 190

of each hospital becomes a bottleneck is reduced, as 191

the gathering of data is distributed between the different 192

hospitals. The doctors of a hospital can directly access to 193

the assessment results of the patients of their hospital. In 194

the occasional cases in which a doctor needs to access to 195

the assessment data of a patient from another hospital, then 196

the patient’s hospital sends this information to the current 197

hospital. This should only occur in emergencies or changes 198

of residences. In the latter case, the history data would be 199

Fig. 1 Architecture of the
proposed fog-based approach in
the presented app
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moved, and then the patient’s app would be associated to200

their new hospital.201

We developed this app in an international collaboration202

between University of Zaragoza and Technological Univer-203

sity Indoamérica Guayaquil and Simón Bolivar addressing204

a real need detected U.S., Spain and Ecuador.205

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the functioning206

of the presented app. Besides the common modeling207

elements for actions and flow bifurcations, this diagram208

uses a specific notation for referring to the sending of209

messages. The right-bottom area of the diagram includes210

a legend indicating the meaning of all the used notations.211

It uses several scenarios for assisting elder patients with212

neurodegenerative diseases. For each scenario, it asks213

several questions or ask them to perform certain actions.214

Then, it asks the user to perform a task of the whole215

scenario. After testing all the scenarios, the app asks the user216

to perform a final task about some of the previous scenarios.217

All the results are assessed locally, and only the final results 218

are sent to the associated hospital. 219

The proposed app has been developed with FAMAP 220

(a Framework for developing M-health Apps) [19], which 221

helped us in the generic definition of test questions. 222

The module of questionnaires was extended to allow 223

including images in the test answer options. This app was 224

developed with C# programming language and the Unity 3D 225

environment. 226

3.2 Evaluation method using agent-based 227

simulation 228

In order to test the performance of the proposed fog-based 229

approach, we simulated the estimated data traffic of the app 230

when it is widespread among some states of U.S. In order 231

to conduct a simulation with accurate figures, we extracted 232

the data from a official report in 2017 about one of the most 233

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the
proposed fog-based approach
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common neurodegenerative diseases [20]. In particular, we234

selected all the states that had 120,000 patients of this235

disease or a greater number according to this report. In236

particular, these states with the number of patients expressed237

in thousands were Arizona (130), California (630), Florida238

(520), Georgia (140), Illinois (220), Massachusetts (120),239

Michigan (180), New Jersey (170), New York (390), North240

Carolina (160), Ohio (210), Pennsylvania (270), Texas (360)241

and Virginia (140).242

To compare the proposed fog-based approach with243

alternatives, we simulated the traffic load with the same test244

as in the proposed app, but using other different approaches.245

One of these approaches used a web service in which the246

user just needed to access a web address with a browser.247

This alternative will be referred as “web service” from this248

point forward. The second approach was an app that stored249

locally the images and performed the processing, but it sent250

all the data results to the same central server of a particular251

hospital. This second alternative is referred as “alternative252

app” from now on.253

In order to perform the simulation, we have used an254

ABS about the transmission of information for the different255

tested options. For this purpose, we have used the approach256

presented in TABSAOND (a technique for developing ABS257

apps and online tools with nondeterministic decisions) [21]258

for simulating the nondeterministic decisions. We selected259

TABSAOND because it provides a wider range of options260

for selecting non-deterministic decisions in comparison to261

other alternative ABS environments such as NetLogo and262

Repast Simphony. The non-deterministic decisions were263

appropriate for simulating people deciding when to use use264

the app. More concretely, we used a normal distribution for265

simulating the distribution of people connecting to the app,266

which is one of the options recommended by TABSAOND.267

We applied a standard deviation (SD) of 0.2 over the normal268

distribution of probability from 0 to 1. We used a mean of269

0.5 in the interval from [0, 1]. In this way random numbers270

homogeneously distributed in this interval were converted271

in values following a normal distribution, which is usually272

much more similar to the reality.273

In order to improve the performance of the ABS,274

each agent simulated a group of people, as commonly275

done in the ABS literature (see an example in [22]276

in tourism domain where each agent could represent a277

family or a group of friends) and as recommended by278

PEABS (a process for developing efficient agent-based279

simulators) [23]. We selected PEABS instead of other280

general-purpose development processes such as the Scrum281

agile process or the iterative Rational Unified Process282

(RUP), because PEABS fastened the development of the283

ABS since it was supported with a framework for the284

straightforward definition of agents. We chose PEABS285

instead of other agent-development processes such as the286

ones commonly followed in Ingenias and Prometheus 287

methodologies, because PEABS allowed us to obtain a more 288

efficient software product (i.e., the ABS) in terms of both 289

response time and feasible amounts of agents. 290

In the ABS, each agent simulated the number of tests 291

done by the patients of each state in each day, with the 292

following formula: 293

t =
(

1√
2πσ 2

e
− (x−μ)2

2σ2

)
· f · a · u (1)

where σ and μ are respectively the aforementioned SD 294

and mean associated with the normal distribution of 295

probabilities, x is a random number in the [0, 1] interval 296

generated in each day a state, f is the frequency of tests 297

per day (e.g. 0.333 if considering one test every three days 298

in average), a is the number of patients of this disease in 299

the corresponding state, and u is the ratio of the simulated 300

regular users between the existing patients of this disease. 301

A month of 30 days was simulated considering the 14 302

aforementioned U.S. states. The simulations presented both 303

the number of requests to the server (also referred as number 304

of connections) and the data transmitted. We calculated the 305

number of requests per test and the data transmitted for the 306

proposed fog-based approach and each of the alternatives. 307

The total data quantities were calculated by multiplying the 308

number of requests by the data transmitted per request. 309

In this simulation evaluation, we considered that 1.0% of 310

the patients of this disease of the 14 selected states were 311

regular users of the app. In addition, we simulated that the 312

frequency of users was one out of three days in average. In 313

addition, the amount of data transferred of the proposed fog- 314

based approach were 0.60 KB considering the assessment 315

results, the identifier of the user, and the encryption to 316

preserve the privacy of the user. This amount also takes 317

into account the necessary information about the network 318

packages such as for example the target IP address. We used 319

the same amount for the alternative app. In order to simulate 320

the data transmitted in the web service, we measured the 321

information transferred considering the sum of the sizes of 322

all the images that were necessary to transfer in each test. 323

We also calculated the improvement ratios about both 324

number of connections and data transferred of the proposed 325

fog-based approach over the two alternative approaches. We 326

also represented the graphs of the simulation. Firstly, we 327

compared the proposed fog-based approach with the web 328

service, and secondly with the alternative app. The next 329

section presents the results of these comparisons. 330

4 Results and discussions 331

The results of the simulations provide an estimation 332

of the utility of the proposed fog-based approach in 333
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terms of integrating the tracking of elder patients with334

neurodegenerative disorders in hospital servers without335

overloading the hospital communications in comparison to336

other alternatives. All the experiments with the proposed337

fog-based approach and the two alternatives have been338

executed with the same conditions and input parameters,339

which were mentioned in Section 3.2.340

Figure 3 shows the simulation of the information341

transferred in the proposed fog-based approach for a month.342

This figure shows a boxplot that indicates the average,343

minimum, maximum and the division in quartiles for each344

U.S. state. In this case, we assumed that each of the 14 states345

had a hospital with a server that collected the information346

of the corresponding state. Figure 4 presents the simulation347

results of the the proposed fog-based approach about the348

connections to the hospital server in each state with a349

boxplot. The average data amount that each server needed to350

transfer was only 528 KB per day. The most overloaded day351

in the worst state was 2,472 KB, which can be considered352

still a very low amount. The average amount of connections353

was 825 connections per day, and in the worst day of the354

most overloaded server was 4184 connections. The amounts355

of transmitted data were related with the population of each356

state. For example, California and Florida were respectively357

the first and second with the most transmitted data and they358

were also the ones with first and second highest populations.359

Massachusetts and Arizona were the states with the first360

and second lowest populations, and also were two of the361

ones with the least transmitted data. The high differences362

of transmitted data could be possibly reduced by supporting363

the data collection by more than one hospital in the states 364

with high populations. 365

In the comparison, the first alternative was to provide the 366

test as a web service. In this case, the result of summing all 367

the image sizes of the test was 23.6 MB. This information 368

needed to be transferred in every test. In addition, the web 369

service connected to the server in every screen the user went 370

through. More concretely, it needed 46 connections per test. 371

In order to make a fairer comparison, we also compared 372

the proposed fog-based approach with an alternative app, 373

which was similar to the proposed one but without using 374

fog computing. In particular, it also managed the images 375

and scenes locally as well as the assessment of the scores. 376

However, this alternative app made all the requests over the 377

same central server with the corresponding database. 378

Figure 5 compares the amount of data transmitted 379

between the patients and the server between the proposed 380

fog-based approach and the other two alternatives. In each 381

day of this chart, we considered the server with the highest 382

traffic for the proposed fog-based approach. This graph uses 383

a logarithmic scale to properly show large differences. In the 384

web service, the average of data transmitted was 170.8 GB 385

per day. The amount of information was more than 300,000 386

times than in the proposed fog-based approach. In the worst 387

day, the server was requested to transfer 238.4 GB/day, an 388

enormous amount that could provoke the denial of service 389

of most test requests and slow the service down, as well 390

as other requests in the hospital. In the alternative app, the 391

average transmitted data was 7.06 MB/day, and the ratio was 392

13.80 times more than in the proposed approach considering 393

Fig. 3 Simulation of data
transmitted with the proposed
fog-based approach
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Fig. 4 Simulation of the number
of connections with the
proposed fog-based approach

the average of the servers. This value is approximately394

the number of servers used in this simulation of the fog395

computing. Thus, one can infer that the traffic load is396

probably reduced approximately by a ratio about the number397

of servers used for the proposed fog-computing approach.398

In addition, Fig. 6 compares the number of connections399

between the proposed fog-based approach, the web service400

and the alternative app. In the proposed fog-based approach,401

we used the maximum number of connections from all the402

servers. The web service needed 557,635 connections per 403

day, which was more than 600 times more connections 404

than the proposed fog-based approach. In average, the 405

alternative app performed 12,227 connections per day, and 406

it needed a maximum of 15,789 connections in the worst 407

day. The proposed fog-based approach reduced 14.82 times 408

the average connections of all servers. This number was 409

also similar to the number of servers used in the proposed 410

fog-based approach. 411

Fig. 5 Comparison of the data
transmitted between the
proposed fog-based approach,
the alternative app and the web
service
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the
number of connections per day
between the proposed fog-based
approach, the alternative app
and the web service

On the whole, one can observe that the proposed fog-412

based approach could provide an app that potentially assist413

and track patients with neurodegenerative disorders in the414

U.S. and barely interfere with the communications of415

hospitals by assigning the collection of data to different416

hospitals. The app we developed locally stores all the visual417

components, and also manages locally the measurement418

and scoring of the test, only sending the final scores that419

summarize all the activity of the user. Therefore, this work420

aligns with the principles of fog computing [8], where the421

storage of information and processing is mostly performed422

locally. It also shares the summarized information through423

a distributed storage system using the servers of different424

hospitals. In the light of the obtained results, this work425

recommends to integrate fog computing approach into426

mobile application tests for patients with neurodegenerative427

disorders that are rich in visual information.428

It is worth mentioning that a limitation of the proposed429

fog-based approach is that users need to download and430

install the app with all its visual content. However, this431

communication transmission would be managed directly by432

the Google servers through the Google Play store, without433

overloading the traffic load of hospital servers.434

5 Conclusions and future work435

This work has presented a novel application for potentially436

assisting and tracking people with neurodegenerative437

diseases. This paper focuses on the application of fog438

computing for alleviating the use of bandwidth in hospital439

servers in case patients massively use the app. According to 440

the simulated results, this app could support the assessment 441

of patients with one of the most common neurodegenerative 442

disease in the 14 states by only using one hospital server per 443

state, and assuming that 1% of the patients used it regularly. 444

This work is planned to be extended by validating 445

the measurement of certain features of patients with 446

neurodegenerative diseases. We plan to conduct a pilot 447

normative study with healthy individuals and, if appropriate 448

based on results, a study of patients with a specific 449

neurodegenerative disease. We aim to determine whether 450

the measurements of our app properly correlates with 451

validated scales. In the long-term, we may design a fog- 452

computing approach for processing brain maps and sharing 453

some summarized relevant information, such as the color 454

histograms for certain regions of the brain. 455
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